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In Ephesians 5:18, Paul wrote, “And be not drunk with wine, in which is excess, but be filled with the Spirit”
(AV). Why does he contrast drunkenness with the filling of the Holy Spirit? Often this question is answered
by referring to one or more comparisons between drunkenness and the Spirit’s filling, such as submission to
and dominance by an outside control, loss of one’s rational functions, etc. But is this really what Paul was
saying?
Is it not possible that Paul was referring to something more explicit in his own culture? This article is a
presentation of the view that the wild, drunken practices connected with the worship of Dionysus or
Bacchus, the god of wine, form the general cultural background for Paul’s two commands in Ephesians
5:18.1
Interpreting a passage of Scripture in its cultural setting is not new. It is a well-known and widely practiced
axiom that any writing must be interpreted in the light of its cultural setting. Some obvious cultural or
historical matters forming the background of the New Testament are clear and have been the subject of
many profitable studies.2 In addition to specific culturally couched terms, there is the general cultural New
Testament background consisting of historical, social, economic, and religious conditions.
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Some of these cultural matters form a tacit background to the New Testament writings, though they are not
specifically mentioned by the New Testament writers—perhaps because they were so commonplace and
well known that they did not need elaboration. For example, Paul does not explicitly relate his injunctions
against immorality to the cult of Aphrodite (e.g., 1 Cor 6:18–19) or to the other pagan deities, but hardly
anyone would doubt that such worship in the city of Corinth or in Ephesus forms the cultural background for
the general commands against sexual sins.
In the same manner, Paul may have had in mind the drunken activities of the Dionysian cult as he penned
Ephesians 5:18. After an examination of the support for this suggestion, the significance of the Dionysian
cult to Paul’s commands in Ephesians 5:18 will be discussed.

Support for the Dionysian Background
The two major supports to be considered are the widespread character of the cult and the worship of the
cult.

The Widespread Character of the Cult
The term widespread is used here to include temporal, geographical, social, and cultural aspects of the
Dionysian cult. Although the exact beginnings of the deity are unknown, it is clear that Dionysus was known
as early as the Homeric period (ca. 900 B.C.),3 and as late as the church fathers.4 The temporal span of
Dionysus includes the New Testament period, during which time worship of him was quite active. It is
generally acknowledged that Dionysus was not originally a Greek god, but probably had his origins in
Thracia, Lydia, or Phrygia.5 The name “Dionysus” appears to be the genitive of the word Zeus joined with
the word nysos, (“son”) with the resultant meaning “son of Zeus.”6 He is also referred to by the Lydian name

of “Bacchus.”7
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In spite of opposition8 the worship of Dionysus spread throughout Asia Minor, Macedonia,9 Greece, Italy,
Egypt, Palestine, and even India. By the time of the Apostle Paul the cult of Dionysus or Bacchus was well
established in most of the major cities in which Paul preached. In Thessalonica, for example, the
epigraphical and historical evidence is said to indicate that there was not only the Dionysian cult there, but
“a state priesthood of Dionysus existed in Thessalonica from the time of the founding of the city by
Cassander.”10
A Latin inscription from Philippi provides proof that the cult of Dionysus was active in that city.11 In Athens
the worship of this deity was prominent and his festivals very popular.12 Pausanias describes the images of
Dionysus which he saw at the marketplace in Corinth as being wooden images covered with gold, with the
exception of the faces which were ornamented with red paint.13
The city of Ephesus was also filled, not only with the worship of Artemis (Diana), but also with the cult of
Dionysus. When Anthony entered the city of Ephesus, Plutarch says, “women arrayed like Bacchanals, and
men and boys like Satyrs and Pans led the way before him and the city was full of ivy and thyruswands and
harps and pipes and flutes, the people hailing him as Dionysus, giver of Joy and Beneficent.”14
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Other major cities where the cult was prominent were Rome and its surrounding cities, and Smyrna,
Pergamon, Philadelphia, Alexandria, and others.15
Palestine and the Jews did not escape the influence of Dionysus. The city of Beth Shean not only had
certain links to Greek mythology in connection with Dionysus, but also it is highly possible that Dionysian
worship was carried on there.16 It was the infamous Antiochus Epiphanes who accused the Jews of being
worshipers of Dionysus. He set up the “abomination of desolation”17 in the Temple, and imposed the cult of
Dionysus on the Jews by compelling them during the feast of Dionysus to wear wreaths of ivy and to walk in
the procession in honor of Dionysus.18
From these examples it can be seen that the cult had spread to practically every area of the Roman Empire.
However, not only was the cult widespread geographically; it had also penetrated every level of society. It is
common knowledge that women played a major role in Dionysian worship,19 and it was becoming
increasingly popular for both men and children to have an active part in the cultic practices.20 The social
levels ran from slaves to the rich, including nobility and even the emperor.21 Of course, not every individual
was a worshiper of Dionysus, but certainly everyone must have been aware of the great festivals which
were also great social occasions.
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The influence of Dionysus on the cultural aspects of the world is astonishing. He is the subject of drama,
sculpture, paintings, music, poetry, etc.22 One only has to walk through the British Museum, or examine
pictures of museum collections to see how many vases, paintings, sculptures, and household objects (such
as plates, drinking vessels, pitchers, etc.) have Dionysian Motifs.23 It would have been hardly possible to
have visited an ancient city and to have remained any length of time without seeing Dionysus and his everpresent companions, the Satyrs, Silens, and Maenads.24
It would seem that the cult of Dionysus was so widespread and common that anything having to do with
grapes, wine, ivy, or any other Dionysian motif was at once connected to Dionysus and his worship. Many
pagans even accused the Jews of worshiping Dionysus, simply because certain things in Judaism appeared
to have Dionysian Motifs.25 To talk of wine and drinking immediately brought Dionysian expressions in the
conversation,26 and to live a riotous, wanton, debauched, drunken life was characterized as a “Dionysian
mode of life.”27 The cult was so widespread that it was part of common everyday life in the ancient world.
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The Worship of the Cult
Since the cult developed over the years and experienced many adaptations,28 this study will touch on only
certain salient features of the worship and consider briefly the significance of them.
The festivals celebrated in honor of Dionysus varied from place to place, but it seems that one common
feature was the emphasis on fertility and sex.29 The emphasis on the phallus (the male sex organ) in the socalled “Phallus Procession” along with such things as “the Phallus Song,” certainly indicate the lewd
debauchery connected with this worship.30 The significance was evidently to please Bacchus so that he
would grant fertility.
Another feature of the festivals was the wild, frenzied dancing and uncontrolled ravings, in connection with
wine drinking and the music of flutes, cymbals, drums, or tambourines.31 Along with this was the mountain
dancing of the women, which sometimes took place in the dead of winter, and the devouring of the raw flesh
of animals.32 The purpose of the intoxication by wine and also the chewing of ivy, as well as the eating of
raw animal flesh, was to have Dionysus enter the body of the worshiper and fill him with “enthusiasm” or the
spirit of the god.33 Dionysus was to possess and control such ones so that they were united with him and
partook of his strength, wisdom, and abilities. This resulted in the person doing the will of the deity (either
willingly or unwillingly)34 and
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having the ability to speak inspired prophecy,35 and was often thought to be the source of artistic or poetical
ability.36 During these festivals many unusual phenomena were to have occurred in the woods. Not only was
Dionysus to have appeared in the form of various animals, but also milk, honey, and wine were seen
bubbling out of the ground.37
In addition to such festivals, the mystery religion aspect of Dionysian worship had become popular in
Hellenistic times. Although comparatively little is known about these rites, it seems that they had to do with
unification with the deity as a preparation for the afterlife.38
The significance and appeal of the Dionysian cult to the ancient world is aptly described by WilamowitzMoellendorf. He points out that after having gone through the experience of a frenzied Dionysian orgy, one
evidently felt a sort of release from the pressures and stress of the daily drudgery of life. It was especially
the women who felt lifted above their lowly status in life and felt freed from the weary burden of their work.39
When both the widespread character of the cult and the worship of the cult are considered, it seems difficult
to doubt that Dionysian worship would not at least have been thought of when Paul gave the command, “Be
not drunk with wine.”

The Significance of the Dionysian Background
If the cultural background was Dionysian worship, then the two commands of Paul in Ephesians 5:18 and
their context take on a new light. The several features to be considered are almost in themselves further
support for a Dionysian background.

The Concept of ἀ σωτία
“Be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess, but be ye filled with the Spirit” (Eph 5:18, AV). The word
translated “excess”
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basically means “without health,” or “incurable.”40 The word then refers to “one who by his manner of life,
especially by dissipation destroys himself.”41 After discussing the various uses of the word, especially in the

New Testament, Foerster concludes, “In all these passages the word signifies wild and disorderly rather
than extravagant or voluptuous living.”42 Though not limited to Dionysian practices, this is certainly a fitting
and descriptive term to describe the behavior of Dionysian worshipers. There was no salvation (σωτηρία in
being filled with the spirit of Dionysus; only wild behavior ἀ σωτία accompanied such filling.

The Contrast of the Commands
It is obvious that there is a certain contrastive parallelism 43 in the commands “be not drunk with wine…but
be filled with the Spirit.” The grammatical parallels and contrasts reveal a close connection between the two
commands. “Do not be drunk” is a present negative imperative prohibiting a manner of life, while the
command “be filled” is a positive present imperative calling for a continued consistent manner of life.44 The
two datives with the imperatives have the same function, i.e., instrumental (“with wine”) and agency (“with
the Spirit”).45 The parallelism may also indicate a certain equation in meaning. If the filling of the Spirit has to
do with a supernatural infilling of the Spirit of the living God, it would only be logical to suppose that the
“drunk with wine” could have a supernatural implication. The significance would then be a contrast with the
filling of the “spirit” of Bacchus through wine and the filling of the true and living God by His Spirit. The
wisdom and power, the intellectual and artistic ability, the freedom from the drudgery of daily life, as well as
a prophetic message from the true
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God, are not to be found in the Dionysian drunkenness, but in the control of the Spirit of the true God.

The Continuing Context of the Command
It seems significant that the things Paul wrote about in Ephesians 5:19–33 have to do with some matters
which played a vital part in the Dionysian worship. First, there is the mention of singing (v. 19). This is the
singing of spiritual songs (ὠ ͅδαῖς πνευματικαῖς ) to the Lord Himself, not the raving of drunken
worshipers singing the praises of Dionysus. Second, there is the giving of thanks for all things (v. 20). Philo,
in his appeal to Gaius, extolls the positive benefits of Dionysus.46 However, the true source of blessing is not
Bacchus but the true God. Third, there is Paul’s discussion of marriage and the responsibilities of each
partner. Wild sexual debauchery is not the God-ordained way of conduct; instead, the marriage relationship
is the means of fulfillment. Even more relevant is the instruction regarding the ordained order in marriage.
Wives are to be in submission to their husbands (v. 22) and are not to be leaders in wild worship. The way
to a fulfilled life of freedom and accomplishment is not through Dionysus but through the filling of the Spirit
and submission to God’s order.

Conclusion
This study has sought to identify a possible cultural background for Ephesians 5:18 and has suggested that
it is the worship of the wine god Dionysus. This does not mean that the commands of Paul were necessarily
directed primarily against the cult of Dionysus. It does, however, indicate that the Dionysian worship could
well have formed the background against which Paul gave his general instructions. In answer to Marcus
Barth’s question regarding the “sudden reference to drunkenness,”47 some have suggested that a general
problem of drunkenness prevailed in the private lives of the saints, but another suggestion is that the saints
attempted “to gain or to increase unity with the divine world by cultic inebriation as practiced in the Dionysus
cult.”48 Perhaps both possibilities should be combined: Paul’s command was given against the cultural
background of Dionysian worship, and that command is valid for all times and all cultures. Spiritual strength,
wisdom, and divine help to live a godly life are obtained by being controlled by the Spirit of God, not by any
other means.
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